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P E. .t 'R or CO MIIR

Vision is frequently taxen to be synonomous with visual acuity. In dis-
cussmng Intensity or -brihtess discriumtom a eoteur'disorilination
Parsone1 says, "Only the latter "am worthy of being terod 'visions' For
the essence of vision is the disoe1imatIou of contours." To be sure, the
measurement of visual acuity donsists of the measuremnb of the ability to
discriminate contours or ed es but leaves unanswered the more basic question
of vhat an edge is. The object of the present investigation is to ascertain
the nature of the retinal stimnalus effective in producing the perception of
an edge under conditions of photopic, foveal vision.

Experimental evidence is presented which is interpreted as shoving that
the higher derivatives of energy with respect to distance on the retina are
the min effective stimalus to contour formation and are the feature of the
physical world which chiefly carries visual "intelligence." An extensive
field of investigation would appear to be available.

M11MOD

Ordinarily, the energy distribution in the retinal stbualus is not
readily determinable in accurate fashion from a knowledge of the external
energy distribution presented to the eye, The chief factors to be con-
sidered in evaluating the energy distribution an the retina aem listed belows

1. Chromtic -aberration.
2. Spherical aberration.
3. Diffraction.
14. Como
5. Refractive errors.
6. Astigatism by oblique incidence.
7. Curvature of field.
8. Distortion.
9. Fixation tremor.

All of these factors wth the exception of 3, diffraction, differ from in-
dividual to individual. ' If we confine our attention to relatively s=ll
fields of a few degrees in. the vicinity of the fovea, factors 4, 7 and 8;
cam, curvature of field and distortion become relatively minor effects and
factor 6, astipatim, by oblique incidence, is chiefly composed of astig-
matis by virtue of the angle Kappa. Assuming an angle Kappa of 20 and a
crystalline lens with a power of 16 diopters, in situ, the astipatism by
virtue of the angle appa is approximately .02 diopters and, as will appear,
is a minor effect. We are left with 1, chromatic aberration; 2, spher cal
aberration; 3, diffractioni; 5 refractive errors'anl 9, fixation tremor.
Asmimng a pupil diAmter of m., the approximate diameters of the blur
discs attributable to these factors while the eye is viewing a theoretical
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TAKlE I

Approulmte diet tr of blur dis* expased
in seonds of aro subtanded at the nod&'

point at the eye.

14 sm. diametr pupil, no filter

1. Chromatic aberration. 5  216"
2. Spherical aberration.6  32

3. Diffraction. 31"

1. Assmed uncorrected refractive
error of .0625 D. 511"

5. Fixation tremor. 7  18"

TABLE II

'pprm~be diameter of blur dic expresse
in seconds of arc subtended at the nodal

point of the eye.

1 m. diameter pupil, chromatic filter

1. Chromatic aberration.5 13"
2. Spherical aberration:6  30"
3. Diffraction. 135"
4. Asumd uncorrected refractive

error of .0625 D. 13"
5. Fixation trqmor. 7  IB"
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point source are given In Table L The disaters a. expressed in terme of
seeols of arc subtended by the blur discs at the ausused nodal point of the
eye.

It in observable that the chief caose of blurring are spberical and
cbhrmtic aberration. ftrthermore, there ame large i~vida differences
In the amut and even the sign of so called "spherical" aberrat ion of the
0"02,3,X If, however a theoretical point source of light is presented to

the eye throu& an artificial pupil 1 sm. in diiter, =A the effective
vsave-length range of the source be linited to from 560 to 585 iillimiaros,
then the cacltddimnters of the resulting blur discs become those given
in Table n. It will be observed that tUs abief blurring effect Is no

attibtale to diffract ion at Us aatltclall pupil and that the iris of the
eye no longr controls the ofte, uniil Gditero On effect of ivdu
differences on the rema~g ftur sowass of bluir Me also been greatly
reduced. The Airy dimeI idrctu lafter mpy, for u practical purposes,
be gsuine to consist mu at a sama efcie oto of the central

din09aver the sbrese at thich the srie Is uniforn. Ufp now, an extier-
ral stiiwlus is P psNtos4 *a Ubt Awivatives, of mwwith respect to
space in the horiuoal. 4ia have definite vmais bat In tevertical
diimnsion are all mdst-ntiaLUIyk zr mnd if, ft I_# the vertical extent
of the distribution be nxstvysty large, then the resqtia enr distriL-
but ion on the retLon am$ im gmcimstely determined bebsem Ma limits of
plus aMd inus Urn z0Is at the visusAy effective bbw dimsce projected
into the plane at Us stima.

It .boulA has lo obeared tha the continuous istlnmi Inbensity fu-
tioms obtained by Mds procedure are not necessarily unllm those obtained
by presenting to the W& am or moe sharp discontinuous borders as was dome
for emleip by Ma~ch in %a production of Nbch 's rings.* A sharp distal stim-
ulus of this type will remilt in the production of a broad, blurred enrgy
distribution an the retlan. Unless a very anll artificial pupil aMd nrrow
bond chrmtic filter is eMloyed the characteristics of this rnerv can not
be weln defined. Ingsnious experiments have been canduted to infer th
effective radius of the blur disc in the unaided eyo from the results of

detea ioni of the energy incrunt ns~sary to zak. limas of various
widths diftizeuishable from their backamands. In the experiments here des-
cribet, hwrever, en aphysiooial sae artificial pupil aM en aphysio-
logiCally nar wVelength utulmare eed in conjunction with a can-
timions ergr distribution In the distal stinalus in order to attain a
retimil energy distribution which my be caqiuted with substantial accuracy.

Teprocedure is first to decide what sca'e field of energ on the
retin is desired& For exaqLe, we my require that the third derivative of
energ with respect, to distance in the horizontal dimension on the retin
pass tbrauft a ciun and that this maxiam have a specific value, we my
iqiose other conditions on the energy at- this point aMd on the rate of change
of energy with distance or the energ gradient at this point. The desired
scalar fielA on the retin having been decided upon, an appropriate power
series is computed expressing enerar, Z, as a function of x, distance on the
retin In ths horizontal dimens ion. Moere Is then compiUd that Z as a fanc-
tics at z in external space which, when viewed by the eye at a given distance
and throu&a a given pupil and filter, will result In the desired energy



FIGURE I



distribution being obtained on the retira. That is, a distal stlntlus is
eomited vhich, under the conditions of observation existing, will result in
the desired proximl or retinal stiuluas.

APPARATM

The distal stiilum, is provided by munting any dored, freshly cut
white paper d.isc on a black or IMy paper b k pn, for OaW, I&, as 3llus

trated in Figure 1 and rotating the sseibly about an axis passing through
the point A and perpendicular to the plane of the paper.

The critical flicker frequency of the fovea is complexly dependent upon
the area intensity and temporal vaveform of the stimal)s as also upon the
-----uh--- and vaies fran point to point on the disc. The anlar velocity

of the disc was made great enough so that the critical flicker frequency vas
substantially exceeded for all points on the disc as determined by direct
observation. The reflection factor of the vhite, gray and black papers was
lemn-e fr time to tim with the aid of a Macbeth i'luminommter and mag-

nesium carbonate block and by means of a sandwich type barrier-layer photo-
voltaic cell. As will be noted, the experimental results are not critically
affected by sliht varlations in absolute intensity.

A portion of the rotating disc is illnminated in an otherwise dark roam
by projecting upon it a rectangular shaped area of light* as also an addi-
tioaal dot of light as shown in Figure 2.

t

FIGURE 2

*T*2 Vin glvs valaa of z# timn ftlt? tranmisdsion as aaurtd~ with'&



TABII ZZI

I ~tMter trsission

520 end below s0
ii, .2

520 1.3
525 3.2

535 l.4
%0O .1

550 0
555 1.0
56D 1300

570 23.2
5 75 15.7
580 8.2
585 2.5

590 .6

6oo *1
605 .1
6lo .0

The dipnsions are given in minutes of are subtended at the nodal point of
the eye. The 1projecting system an projected pattern ame positioned irelative
to the rotating dise, by a pinion and rack Var down mechanism driven by
synchro tranumiesiono Th energy distribution within the projected pattern
is periodically checked with a Paiotocefl.

The task of the observer is to set the central fiUcial dot over anyr edge
which my be c~merv*4 on the disc. Tesamfl standard deviation of the set-
tings, when the visual task Is slqleg shows that the total eor attribut-
able to mnual control and inchanical and electrical backlash Is not object-
ionable. Standardl procedures for the control Of V0ltS, 28W as~lft, vari-
ation. in reflection factor of paper, dust, etc. wre euploaed. The total
effect is to present a desired tim average scalar enrgy field on the retina*

RUM43W AND DISCW5IC(I

In Figure 3 on the axis is Plotted wmibs Ot relative retinal oemrg.
On the x axis Is pn=tt distance on the distal stimabas In inches, eacsh
eqispw Seing ;~ ina1se M; Ursta, ot o1survtica W.s2 f+t. aid, theme-
foee, ~Ohf squre ccorrempo-d to a rinAl dUstafte at, *M4a .0M3 i., the
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exact figure depeng upon the specific schematic or reduced eye used for
calua~tion. A relative retial energy ot 1.0 car'epod to a brigttness
at 65 uililazez's on the distal sti 2so Phe fimctign dseios by the
soli1d Line is 3,:- .5000 jl17719x - 2.95 l-i
This fucion VM Z/dx d
zero at both ends of the istinal. field vhila the relative brightnessIs .5
at the darker and and .95 !at the bjuighter end. In order to obtain this ret-
inal enrgy dialributionO the distal stin,3s rese*ted was s * 0500d
00001X - 0005x!9 - .03030 j ,WffO75x*~ / l.703x5 - 2.9Q5&6 / l.9l&x

/5F .o6i~x9 , In this instance, becaiwe of the small valauep of the
second and higher derivatives, the correction required for optical blur is
very slight. The locatios of the observed edges or contours or regimes of
apparent abrupt, discontiifty in the field are indicated by squares labeled
si %)2, an E4. Each observed point is the mean ot ten settings apiece
by two obLM Lrs * In general, the standard error of the man for the data
here discussed is less than .02"1 at the distal stiu2s.*

At A, the va:Lne of d/dx in mximal and equals .55 uiAqb is over 20
time the value ot dE/dx at 21 where an edge appears. It Is apparent tbAt no
edge or contour is located wher p'detOfreilibaiton' 2 s
maxlnml. In the vicinity ofB 2  ~in maximl. has been defined as
"the ratio of the gradient of ret ilbimi= ion to sobiute retinal ill..
vmination."3-1 As will1 appear later in this dscussion, the existence of a
contour in the vicinity of a region where is maximl -is a coincidence.
Furthez~e this is the only point in Piguz3 where is mx~J4
whilst, ther'e are three more edges to be acaduxted for. AtB and B', qIGE/4x2
is mximl and it is apparent that no edge occurs at B or B' . It may be
noted, h~vever, that the edges El and r yimrcllydsrbtda
doublet About B while the edges E3 aM axe symmetrically distributed as a
doublet about B'.

If we sam that the htuman eye possesses on-off retinal elements which
are sti*ilated via either an ocular or head tremor, then these elements would
be functioning mximally in the vicinity of A on the retina, However, the
rate of -change of the exditation or "rhadient or excitatimull,1 2 of on.off
elemeunts would be maximl at B and B'I on the retina.

The hypothesis bas been advanced 13 that on-off elements, assumed to exis t
in the humn eye# mediat tontour perceptIon while other retinal elements asse
involved in the light some and light difference sense of the Imann eye.
This hypothesis has been kupported by showing that In certain patients with
anblyoia e sncps ia the light ditference sens or intensity discrimination
ability can be I uzul ubh1le contour discrizination. a". vicual amuity are re-
duced ten-fold.1 If this hypothesis is correc different retinal elements
are involved in the evaluation of E and d'g/dx or d2Z/dx'. This might =Jo it
seem unlikely that a quantity such, as Ul~.would be signif icant for, contour

*The standard error of the mean o tb fixed. mer of, obervations my be
taken as a measure of the sharpness or distinctness of the contour. This
aspect of the problem will be discmssd In a later camunication.

6
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perception. Figure 4 provides experimental evidence an this point.

For convenience, Figure 3 has been partially repr ed in Figure 4.
The curve to the left in Figure 4 reprsents a different mz'rr distribution
on the retina produced by presenting a nay appropriate distal stinlus.
Again, the squares represent observed points. This retinal energy distri-
bution produces only three edges rather than the four previously observed.
This is because the right half of the doublet produced by B has overlapped
the left half of the doublet produced by B I* The center edge has been
marked to inAicate the fusion of the doublet. 1 and E appear to the
left and fMit of B and BI as in th peicus Figure. The circle labeled C
indicates the sole point at which is uximi. No contour, edge or
apparent discontinuity in the Figure oocurs at C, thus providing further
evidence that is not a substantial determining factor in the perception
of an edge.

Figure 5 illustrates a family of retinal energy distributions of which
the two curves in Figure 4 are meers. In each instance a doublet contour
or edge appears synatrically distributed about the mximal values of
d/dx 2 , B and B'. The region between E2 and E appears as a gay strip
intermediate in brightness between the britbtesi and the darkest portions of
the Figure. This gray strip appears of uniform brightness despite the fact
that in this region dZ/dx on the retina is maxima1 Abrupt discontinuities
appear at E1 and % where dE/dx is almost zero. As will appear in a subse-
quent c mication, quite different types of retinal energy distribution
from those here deRicted winll also result in the ap r of discontinui-
ties where both dE/dx and d 2 /dx 2 are zero. As the agnitudes of both the
second derivative .ximl at B and B' are Increased and the values of d /dx 4

at B are likewise increased, the separation of the doublet ed4ps is decreased.
Nevertheless, the inner members of the doublet approach each other as the
separation between B and B' is decreased. This results in a narrowing of the
width of gray ring from .310" to .211" to .207" and finally the ring
disappears.

As the maximl values ot d23/dx2 and the values of d14E/dx 4 at B and B'
are increased in the successive iimders of this family, reading from right to
left, the aeragpe doublet separation decreases fro .639" to .598" to .392"
to .356" to .3B" as measured at the distPl stimilus. A discussion of the
relative importance of d2 3/dx2 and dt 'E/dX4 in coptrolling the doublet width
is beyond the scope of the present paper (d3Z/dx3 at B and B' is, of course,
always zero). That the El and E4 edges in this family occur at values of
dE/di equal aproo1mdtely zero is, of course, fortuitous. The use of other
types of energy distribution clearly3. trates that contours ay be formed
regardless of the value of dE/dx or " Indeed, the location of the edges
in this fmily of figures is substantially unaffected by a rotation of the
figure about an axis passing perpendicularly through the point x : o, z : .5.
The snaml dashed line curve and the squares thereon show the experimental
results obtained when the relative energ inaremnt is only .1 instead of 45.
The reduction in the values of d~jC/dX2 and d4E/dx4 has Increased the doublet
separation as comared with the solid line curve at the extreme left but
three edges are still produced and, indeed, three edges are still produced
with smaller energy increments not conveniently plotted on this figure. Since
a relative energy increase from .5 to .6 suffices to produce three edges, a

7
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relative enrgy increase from .5 to .95 would suffice to produce now four-
teen edges and, indeed, can be caused so to do if the nmbser af B points is
increased. This As nsta thaat minor Increases in B increents, despite
hWg values of dl/dx, will not produce additional contours.

IT remains to describe the subjective appeara-we of these figure.
Where NIP and AL are all present, the subjective appearance is as
follows * Althe figure to the left of El appears as a uniform madium
gray, between 21 and. 2 in a darker pay strip, betbm Z2 and Zq is a uni-
f orm. bright gray strip, betwoemIC"and. 31 is a uniform White st1p whereas
from 3j4 an to the right is a less'bright region. It is appoat fr this
description that the sub jectiv'erightnss is far from comletely dependent
on the energy density incident on the retina an that information received
from an-off elaets can take precedence over the light difference sense.

A pheomnon which was observed by ?ach14 is probably a special case of
Figure 5, but since the figures which Mach eMployed were of the nature shown
in Figure 6, in which all derivatives of the distal stimu.bm were discon-
tinuous and -the nature of the proiml retinal. stimulus was unknown, an
analysis could not be made and the effect was attributed by Mach to the fact
that the "light intensity falls short of the mean intensity of the adjacent
parts." As can be seen from, Figure 5, the man intensity of , say9 the
brightest section my be greater or less than the mmintensity of the adja-
cent parts depending to a certain extent on the definition. of these parts.

FIGURE 6

This classical view that contour perception is semeho a special case of
intensity discrimination an be seen in two investiawtions of a very practi-
cal nature which have been conducted to ascertain the effect on intensity
discrimination of makin the dividing lin between the two sides of a com-
parison field diffuse. A variable penumbra was employed by MidV~ton1 5 while
ground glass discs of various thicknesses were used by Dsmtet . I1h both
investigatons the chief effort was directed toward ascertaining the value of
61. The perception of an edge, where It occurred, or the accuracy with which
it could be located were not investigated. It is Interesting to observe that
by controlled mnipulation of the proximl stimbis,0 as in Figure 5, the value
of &I could have been mde zeroO or,* as It were, ngative.



FUME DEVZMPS

If further investigation confirms the notion that the higher derivatives
of E with respect to retinal distance are the chief effective and only prac-
tical stim21i for contour formtion, then we have the beginni of an ex-
planation for visual acuity, as Bartleyl7 says, "Visual acuity involves the
foration of contours; it is scarcely a reality until this occurs." We also
have the beginning of an explanation of brightness contrast of which
Bartleyl says, "This has been observed so many times by met of us it is as
common as the major facts of gravitation. It simply seem as though it
"ought" to occur, but why it does occur has never been explained. Notwith-
standing, the phenomnon surely does not fall into the category of those
facts of nature which are simply to be taken as axiomatic. The many efforts
to explain it show that it hardly has been so taken. But, on the other hand.,
the phenomenon has been used in consecutive breaths both as a thing to be
explained and the explanation."

The values of the various derivatives necessary to produce contours and
the interrelations of these values may, of course, be investigated as a
function of:

1. Wavelength.
2. Intensity.
3. Temporal duration.
4. Size of field.
5. Length of contour.
6, Ioation on retina.
7. Anoxemia, fatigue, drugs.
8. Amblyopia ex anopsia, optic nerve defects,

retino!pathy, etc.

Since not only the location but the sharpness of the contour is a vari-
able and the above factors my be interrelated, it seems likely that no one
individual can explore the field.

Preliminary experiments with one stimulus presented to one eye and a
different stinalus presented to the other eye suggests that the edge my be
the effective stim=lua for binocular fixation even with dB/dx differing in
algebraic sign to the two eyes and no two corresponding points stimulated by
the same E. This should be further examined.

If the significance of the higher derivatives for the formation of con-
tours is as great as it appears to be, then we have found which feature of
the physical world chiefly carries visual "intelligence" just as we have
found that the upper frequenoy, although low volume rang., chiefly carries
auditory "intelligence."
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